"Limelight Issue" Of Voo Doo Goes On Standby Monday

Several Full Page Drawings and Many Good Jokes in Final Number

Under a highly colored cover depicting a rather enjoyable although slightly distasteful way of looking at the long summer evenings the "Limelight Summer" of Voo Doo is on sale today. The layout is that of the previous issue, with a reason good deal more especially the five full page drawings.

Revelst. Glurges deserves a big hand for his attempt at writing a new prize song, but what is more important, did Bozzy and Louisa get the picture showing the two little Edison Electric Light Company girls is true to life, it is evident why V.D.A. is in the most popular course at the Institute. Lucky the Voo Doo is copyrighted, otherwise the Transcript would most certainly copy the method used.

Text and reference books bound in genuine du Pont FABRIKOID are proof against rough handling—against hard use and abuse. They are equipped for years of service. FABRIKOID Bindings are more attractive, longer lived, sturdier. They do not scuff or mar readily. When soiled, they are easily cleaned with a damp cloth, soap and water.

Books with genuine du Pont FABRIKOID covers look better—last longer.